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In this paper, we define double Horn functions, which are the Boolean
functions f such that both f and its complement (i.e., negation) f are
Horn, and investigate their semantical and computational properties.
Double Horn functions embody a balanced treatment of positive and
negative information in the course of the extension problem of partially
defined Boolean functions (pdBfs), where a pdBf is a pair (T, F) of dis-
joint sets T, F[0, 1]n of true and false vectors, respectively, and an
extension of (T, F) is a Boolean function f that is compatible with T
and F. We derive syntactic and semantic characterizations of double Horn
functions, and determine the number of such functions. The characteriza-
tions are then exploited to give polynomial time algorithms (i) that
recognize double Horn functions from Horn DNFs (disjunctive normal
forms), and (ii) that compute the prime DNF from an arbitrary formula,
as well as its complement and its dual. Furthermore, we consider the
problem of determining a double Horn extension of a given pdBf. We
describe a polynomial time algorithm for this problem and moreover an
algorithm that enumerates all double Horn extensions of a pdBf with poly-
nomial delay. However, finding a shortest double Horn extension (in terms
of the size of a formula . representing it) is shown to be intractable.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A Boolean function (or a function in short) is Horn if it can be represented by
a DNF (disjunctive normal form) in which each term contains at most one negative
literal. Horn functions are at the heart of knowledge based systems, logical
databases, and logic in computer science (see, e.g., [1, 4, 11, 30]). Many problems
related to Boolean functions (resp., formulas) can be solved efficiently for Horn
functions (resp., formulas), while they are intractable for arbitrary functions (resp.,
formulas); a well-known example is the classical satisfiability problem. This is
a motivation for recent increasing activities on Horn functions, e.g., computing a
minimum representation of a Horn function [1618], learning and identification
of Horn functions [1, 7, 29], constructing Horn approximations of non-Horn
functions [35], and constructing Horn extensions [3, 29].
Let us denote the set of true (resp., false) vectors of a function f as T( f ) (resp.,
F( f )). There is an elegant semantical characterization of a Horn function that f is
Horn if and only if its F( f ) is closed under intersection [20, 31]. This characteriza-
tion, however, reveals an asymmetry between the roles of T( f ) and F( f ) for a
Horn function f. From a conceptual point, therefore, we may want to have a more
balanced role of T( f ) and F( f ) by imposing suitable additional constraints on
Horn functions. A natural and suggestive possibility at hand is to require complete
symmetry between T( f ) and F( f ). This gives rise to the concept of double Horn
functions: A function f is double Horn if both T( f ) and F( f ) are closed under inter-
section (equivalently, if both f and its complement f are Horn). This characteriza-
tion is paralleled by the one in terms of rules: f is double Horn precisely if both f
and its negation f can be expressed by collections of Horn rules.
In this paper, we derive syntactic and semantic characterizations of double Horn
functions, and give polynomial time algorithms for various associated problems. We
also determine the number of such functions.
As another direction of applying double Horn functions, we consider partially
defined Boolean functions (pdBfs) and their extensions. A pdBf is a natural
generalization of the Boolean function, by allowing that the function values on
some input vectors are unknown; it is described by a pair (T, F ) of sets T and F
of true and false vectors v # [0, 1]n, respectively, where T & F=<. A pdBf arises in
conjunction with data analysis, where T represents a set of positive examples and
F a set of negative examples. A natural and important issue is whether a pdBf
(T, F ) can be completed to a Boolean function f chosen from a particular class of
Boolean functions C; i.e., establish a Boolean function (i.e., extension) f : [0, 1]n [
[0, 1] in C, such that T( f )$T and F( f )$F.
For example, if a vector v # T _ F gives the results of physical tests of a patient
for some disease (e.g., v1 denotes whether the patient is male (v1=1) or female
(v1=0), v2 denotes whether the patient is a smoker (v2=1) or not (v2=0), and so
forth), an extension f of pdBf (T, F ) is a description of the diagnosis for all possible
data vectors v # [0, 1]n. Finding an extension f of a pdBf (T, F ) is therefore an
important subject in such fields as knowledge acquisition, knowledge discovery, and
data mining, which are receiving increasing attention currently. In fact, the exist-
ence of an extension in a class C of Boolean functions is a necessary condition for
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the truth of a hypothesis that the relationship between different attributes is
described by some function in C. In the spirit of Popper’s falsification principle, we
can refute such a hypothesis if no extension in C exists. The extension problem is
also relevant to machine learning, in which a learning algorithm gradually refines
a pdBf (T, F ), until it finally outputs a Boolean function. In exact learning, this is
a function f which should be learned, where f is known to be from a certain class
C of Boolean functions, while in a probabilistic setting, the output is a hypothesis
f obeying certain quality bounds.
The extension problem has been investigated for a number of classes C of
Boolean functions [3, 5, 29]. Among these classes are Horn functions, for which,
as shown in [3, 29], an extension can be found in polynomial time. We extend
these results to double Horn functions, and investigate related problems such as
enumerating all double Horn extensions. A double Horn extension may be con-
sidered more natural than a Horn extension in the sense that positive examples T
and negative examples F play a symmetric role in characterizing the existence of an
extension.
Our main contributions in this paper can be summarized as follows.
v We introduce the class CDH of double Horn functions and investigate its
properties. In particular, we present a useful syntactic characterization and analyze
relationships to other classes of Boolean functions. We show that CDH corresponds
11 to a syntactic fragment of the class CR&1 of read-once functions, which are
definable by Boolean formulas in which no variable occurs more than once. Read-
once functions (resp., formulas) are well known and received a lot of attention, e.g.,
[8, 14, 15, 21, 23, 32, 33, 36, 37]. Moreover, we show that each double Horn func-
tion has the unique irredundant prime DNF, which contains few prime implicants.
v Based on the syntactic characterization, we develop an algorithm that
recognizes a double Horn function from a given formula . (not necessarily Horn).
The algorithm runs in polynomial time if . is from a class that satisfies some con-
straints. In particular, it is low-order polynomial for the class of Horn formulas.
v We also present a semantic characterization of double Horn functions in
terms of their characteristic sets (or models) [24, 25, 27]. The characteristic set of
a Horn function f is the generating set of the false vectors F( f ) under intersection,
i.e., the minimum set of vectors C*(F ) such that Cl7(C*(F ))=F, where Cl7
denotes the intersection closure. This semantic characterization can be naturally
stated as a graph property, and we obtain a 11 correspondence between double
Horn functions and oriented complete bipartite graphs.
v We study transformations of double Horn functions, and show that all the
considered transformation problems are polynomially solvable. In particular, we
show that the problem of dualizing a double Horn function f (i.e., computing the
prime DNF of the dual function f d of f from an arbitrary representation of f ) can
be done in polynomial time.
v The above characterizations of double Horn functions allow us to derive the
count of CDH . We show that there are precisely 2
n+1 nonisomorphic double Horn
functions on n variables x1 , ..., xn . The total number *DH(n) of double Horn
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functions on n variables is much larger and amounts to simple closed expressions
referring to (i) the number of ordered partitions of a set and (ii) the number of
cycle-free complete bipartite digraphs.
v For the extension problem of a pdBf, we also present efficient algorithms.
In particular, we present an algorithm that, given a pdBf (T, F ), finds a double
Horn extension in polynomial time (if any exists). This positive result is com-
plemented by the fact that computing a shortest double Horn extension (measured
by the length of a formula describing it) is intractable. Moreover, we describe an
algorithm that enumerates all double Horn extensions of a given pdBf (T, F ) with
polynomial delay. By means of this result, we obtain that the uniqueness problem
(i.e., deciding whether (T, F ) implicitly defines a unique double Horn function) is
solvable in polynomial time.
Notice that the above results can be fruitfully applied to machine learning. In
fact, our results on the extension problem allow us to immediately derive that
double Horn functions are PAC (probably approximately correct) learnable [37].
On the other hand, the result on the uniqueness of an extension implies that, given
a sample (i.e., a pdBf) consisting of positive and negative instances, it can be
decided in polynomial time whether this sample suffices to identify a double Horn
function which should be learned in a batch-mode [19], where no information
beyond the sample is available. Moreover, a DNF of the function can be output
efficiently in this case.
In passing, we note that, besides double Horn functions, other possibilities exist
to balance the role of T( f ) and F( f ). For example, to require that f and f d are
Horn gives rise to bidual Horn functions [9], and to require that f and f * (the
contra-dual of f ; see Section 2 for a definition) are Horn gives rise to the sub-
modular functions [10].
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we state some
preliminaries and fix notations. In Section 3, we introduce double Horn functions,
derive a syntactical characterization of such functions, and consider the recognition
problem. In Section 4, we study double Horn extensions. In Section 5, we derive a
semantic characterization of double Horn functions, tackle the transformation
problem, and determine the count of the class CDH . Section 6 concludes the paper
by addressing further issues on double Horn functions and stating open problems.
2. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATIONS
We usually use letters a, b, c and u, v, w to denote vectors in [0, 1]n, and use
0=(0, 0, ..., 0) and 1=(1, 1, ..., 1). In general, we allow n=0; here, [0, 1]0=[( )],
where ( ) is the empty vector. For each a=(a1 , a2 , ..., an), we define ON(a)=
[i | ai=1] and OFF(a)=[i | ai=0], and denote a =(a 1 , a 2 , ..., a n), where
a i=1&ai , i=1, 2, ..., n. As usual, v 7 w denotes the intersection (i.e., the com-
ponentwise conjunction) of vectors v and w; e.g., if v=(1100) and w=(1010), then
v7 w=(1000). Let S[0, 1]n. The closure of S under pairwise intersections
(called the intersection closure of S) is denoted by Cl7(S). Furthermore, for a set
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I[1, 2, ..., n], S[I] denotes the projection of S to I; by xI we denote the charac-
teristic vector of I, which is defined by ON(xI)=I. For example, let S=
[(11011), (01010), (00111)]. Then, Cl7(S)=S _ [(00011), (00010)]. For I=[2, 4],
we have S[I]=[(11), (01)] and xI=(01010).
Recall that a Boolean function (in short, function) is a mapping f : [0, 1]n 
[0, 1], n0. For n=0, there are precisely two Boolean functions, f == and f =,
which correspond to truth and falsity, respectively. The sets T( f )=[v | f (v)=1]
and F( f )=[v | f (v)=0] are the true vectors and false vectors of f, respectively.
For any function f, we denote by f , f d, and f * its negation (or complement),
dual, and contra-dual, respectively, which are defined by T(f )=F( f ), T( f d)=
[a | a # F( f )], and T( f *)=[a | a # T( f )]. Note that f d=f *. For any assignment
A=(xi1  a1 , x i2  a2 , ..., xik  ak) to the variables xij , where each of a1 , a2 , ..., ak is
either 0 or 1, we denote by fA= f(xi1  a1, xi 2  a2, ..., xik  ak) the function of (n&k)
variables obtained by fixing variables xi1 , x i2 , ..., xik as specified by A, and use the
same notation for formulas ..
A partially defined Boolean function (pdBf) is a mapping g: T _ F [ [0, 1]
defined by g(v)=1 if v # T ; 0 if v # F, where T[0, 1]n denotes a set of true vectors
(or positive examples) and F[0, 1]n denotes a set of false vectors (or negative
examples) such that T & F=<. For simplicity, a pdBf is denoted by a pair of sets
(T, F ). It can be seen as a representation for all Boolean functions f such that
T( f )$T and F( f )$F; any such f is called an extension of (T, F ). A pdBf is called
complete if T _ F=[0, 1]n.
Among the many classes of Boolean functions, the classes Ct of positive func-
tions and CHorn of Horn functions are well known, cf. [11, 30, 38]. A function f is
positive (also called monotone) if vw implies f (v) f (w), where  is com-
ponentwise and 01. A function f is Horn if F( f )=Cl7(F( f )) holds, i.e., its false
vectors are closed under intersection. This is equivalent to the well-known algebraic
characterization
f (v 7 w) f (v) 6 f (w), for all v, w # [0,1]n.
Assume that Boolean variables are from x1 , x2 , ..., xn . A positive (resp., negative)
literal L is a variable xi (resp., its complement x i). A term t is a conjunction
i # P(t) x i 7 j # N(t) x j of literals such that P(t), N(t)[1, 2, ..., n] and P(t) &
N(t)=<; in the sequel, we omit conjunction symbols if no confusion arises. The
empty term (representing truth) with P(t)=N(t)=< is denoted by . Let
V(t)=P(t) _ N(t) denote the indices of variables in t. A disjunctive normal form
(DNF) . is a disjunction ki=1 ti of terms; the empty DNF (representing falsity) is
denoted by =. The length of a DNF (or arbitrary formula) ., denoted by |.|, is
the number of symbols in . (here a negative literal x i counts as a single symbol).
A term t is positive if N(t)=< and Horn if |N(t)|1. A DNF .= i t i is called
positive if all ti are positive and Horn if all t i are Horn.
It is well-known (and easy to prove) that a function is positive (resp., Horn) if
and only if it can be represented by some positive (resp., Horn) DNF (see, e.g.,
[7, 20, 31, 38]). For example, t1=x1x2x4 , t2=x1x4 x 5 x6 and t3=x2x 3x 5 are
terms, while t4=x2 x4x 2 is not. Term t1 is positive (and hence Horn) and has
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P(t1)=[1, 2, 4] and N(t1)=<; t2 is Horn and has P(t2)=[1, 4, 6] and N(t2)=
[5]; and t3 is neither positive nor Horn. The DNFs .(1)=x2 6 x1x3 6 x1x4 and
.(2)=x2x 3 6 x1x3 6 x 2x3 are positive and Horn, respectively.
A term t or a formula . is also viewed as a function that it represents, if no con-
fusion arises. For two functions f and g, fg denotes T( f )T(g). A term t is an
implicant of a formula . (resp., function f ) if t. (resp., t f ) holds. An implicant
t is prime if no proper subterm of t is an implicant. A DNF .=i ti is called prime
if all terms ti in . are prime implicants, and irredundant if no DNF, which is
obtained by dropping some terms ti in ., represents the same function. For exam-
ple, a DNF .=x1 x 2 6 x1 x 3 6 x2x 3 6 x4 is prime because all terms x1 x 2 , x1 x 3 ,
x2 x 3 , and x4 are prime implicants, but it is not irredundant because .$=
x1 x 2 6 x2 x 3 6 x4 also represents the same function as ..
The prime implicants of a DNF . can be generated by iterated consensus on
terms. More precisely, let t1 and t2 be terms such that P(t1) & N(t2)=[l ] and
N(t1) & P(t2)=<. A term t3 is called the consensus of terms t1 and t2 if
P(t3)=(P(t1)"[l ]) _ P(t2) and N(t3)=N(t1) _ (N(t2)"[l ]); note that consensus
operation is the dual of resolution. E.g., x2x 3 x4x 5x6 is the consensus of x1x 3x4x 5
and x 1x2 x 3x4 x6 . It is well known [34] that every prime implicant t of an arbitrary
function f can be derived from the terms in any DNF .= i ti for f by applying
a consensus procedure. In other words, there is a sequence t(1), t(2), ..., t(m)=t of
terms such that each t(k) is either in . (i.e., t (k)=t i for some i) or the consensus of
two terms t(k1) and t(k2) such that k1 , k2<k.
3. DOUBLE HORN FUNCTIONS
In this section, we introduce double Horn functions and investigate their proper-
ties. We start with syntactical characterization of such functions, which will then be
used in Section 3.3. Moreover, these characterizations allow us to precisely deter-
mine the count of the class of double Horn functions.
3.1. Definitions and Characterizations
Definition 1. A Boolean function f is double Horn if and only if T( f )=
Cl7(T( f )) and F( f )=Cl7(F( f )) (i.e., Cl7(T( f )) and Cl7(F( f )) satisfy
Cl7(T( f )) & Cl7(F( f ))=< and Cl7(T( f )) _ Cl7(F( f ))=[0, 1]n). The class of
all double Horn functions is denoted by CDH .
Equivalently, a function f is double Horn if and only if it satisfies
f (x) 7 f ( y) f (x 7 y) f (x) 6 f ( y),
i.e., both f and f are Horn. For example,
f =x 1 6 x2x3x 4 6 x2x3 x5x6x 7
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is double Horn, because
f =x1 (x 2 6 x 3 6 x4)(x 2 6 x 3 6 x 5 6 x 6 6 x7)
=x1x 2 6 x1x 3 6 x1x4 x 5 6 x1 x4x 6 6 x1x4x7
is also Horn. Notice that the above inequations are different, but not unrelated, to
the condition
f (x 7 y) 6 f (x 6 y) f (x) 6 f ( y), for every x, y # [0, 1]n,
which defines the class of submodular functions. As pointed out in [10], this condi-
tion is equivalent to the property that both f and its contra-dual f * are Horn.
There is also a simple logical characterization of double Horn functions: Both f
and the negation f of a double Horn function f can be expressed by collections of
Horn rules
xi1 7 } } } 7 xik  x i0 ,
where the antecedent andor the consequent of the rule may be empty. In the above
example, f is expressed by the rules x1  x2 , x1  x3 , x1 7 x4  x5 , x1 7 x4  x6 ,
and x1 7 x4 7 x7  g (meaning that x1 , x4 or x7 is false); the complement f is
expressed by the rules g  x1 (meaning that x1 is true), x2 7 x3  x4 , and
x2 7 x3 7 x5 7 x6  x7 , where g denotes empty.
3.2. Horn DNFs and Read-Once Formulas of Double Horn Functions
We shall present in this subsection syntactical characterizations of double Horn
functions.
Lemma 3.1. Let f be a double Horn function. Then fA is double Horn for every
assignment A.
Proof. Immediate from the definitions. K
Let V=[1, 2, ..., n]. Given an ordering L=i1 , i2 , ..., in on V, define a set of n+1
Horn terms by
1L=[x i1 , xi1 x i2 , ... xi1 xi2 } } } xin&2 x in&1 , xi1 x i2 } } } xin&1 x in , xi1 x i2 } } } xin].
In particular, 1L=[] if n=0. Note that all terms in 1L are mutually orthogonal;
i.e., tt$== holds for any t{t$ in 1L .
Lemma 3.2. For every ordering L on V and S1L , a DNF .=t # S t represents
a double Horn function f.
Proof. Since . is obviously Horn, we show that there exists a DNF .$ repre-
senting f which is also Horn, which proves the lemma. Note that t # 1L t= and
tt$== holds for all pairs of two terms t, t$ # 1L . This means that f =.$=t # 1L"S t,
which is clearly Horn. K
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Lemma 3.3. A double Horn function f can be represented by f =t # S t for some
ordering L on V and S1L .
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on the number of variables n. In case
of n=0, L is empty and 1L=[] holds. All functions of zero variables,  and =,
are double Horn, and hence the lemma holds for n=0. Assume that the lemma
holds for n=k, and consider the case of n=k+1. We consider two cases.
First, let us assume f (0)=1. Since f is Horn, there exists a Horn term t f such
that t(0)=1, which is either t= or t=x j for some x j . Since x j holds for all
j # V, there is an index j # V such that x j f. Now f can be represented by
f =x j 6 f(xj  1)x j . (3.1)
By Lemma 3.1, f(xj  1) is double Horn. Hence by the induction hypothesis, there is
an ordering L on V"[ j] and a subset S1L such that f (xj  1)=t # S t. Define the
ordering L$ on V by L$= j, L by ordering j before L. Let S$=[x j] _ [x j t | t # S].
Then we can see S$1L$ , and by (3.1), we have f =t # S$ t, which proves the state-
ment for k+1.
Similarly, if f (0)=0, then there exists an index j # V such that x j f , and
f = f =x j 6 f (xj  1)x j = f (xj  1) x j . (3.2)
Then, the lemma can be proved by a similar argument. K
Lemma 3.4. A function f is double Horn if and only if f can be represented by a
DNF .=t # S t for some ordering L on V and S1L .
Proof. Combine Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3. K
From this lemma, we obtain the following result, which gives an alternative syn-
tactical characterization of double Horn functions. Let CR&1 denote the class of
read-once functions, where f is called read-once if f can be represented by a read-
once formula, i.e., a formula in which every variable occurs at most once (cf. [14,
15, 21, 23, 32, 37]).
Theorem 3.1. A function f is double Horn if and only if it can be represented by
a read-once formula of the type
={
x11x12 } } } x1n1 (x 21 6 x 22 6 } } } 6 x 2n2
6 (x31x32 } } } x3n3 ( } } } (x d1 6 x d2 6 } } } 6 x dnd)))) if d is even
x11x12 } } } x1n1 (x 21 6 x 22 6 } } } 6 x 2n2
6 (x31x32 } } } x3n3 ( } } } (xd1xd2 } } } xdnd)))) if d is odd,
(3.3)
where d0, n10, n i1 for i=2, 3, ..., d, and the variables x11 , x12 , ..., xdnd are all
different (see Fig. 1). In particular, (3.3) implies == if d=0.
Proof. To show the if-part, let  be a formula (3.3). Then, by expanding , we
can see that  can be transformed into a Horn DNF. Furthermore,  can also be
transformed into the formula (3.3) (by exchanging 6 and 7 , as well as positive
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FIG. 1. Read-once formulas of a double Horn function.
literals and negative literals). Hence, there is a Horn DNF, which is equivalent
to  . Therefore,  represents a double Horn function.
We next prove the only-if-part by induction on the number of variables n. Check
that the statement holds for n=0. Assume that it holds for n=k, and consider
n=k+1. By Lemma 3.4, f can be represented by .=t # S t for some ordering
L=i1 , i2 , ..., in on V and S1L . In the cases where . contains no term (i.e., f is
always 0), a single term, or all terms from 1L (i.e., f is always 1), clearly f is
represented by a formula  of (3.3). In the remaining case, consider f $= f(xi1  1) .
Note that, by Lemma 3.1 and the induction hypothesis, f $ can be represented by a
formula $ of type (3.3), and ${=,  holds. If a term x i1 occurs in ., then choose
=x i1 6 $, which is a formula (3.3), and represents f ; otherwise, xi1 appears in all
terms t # S of . (since S1L). Therefore, choose =xi1$, which is again a for-
mula (3.3). In either case,  represents f. K




t1t2 } } } tix li ,
where ti and xli , i=1, 2, ..., m, are pairwise disjoint positive terms (in this case,
literals xli are also regarded as terms), and some of t1 , t2 , ..., tm and xlm may be
empty. In particular, (3.4) implies .== if m=0. Conversely, every such formula .
represents an f # CDH .
Proof. By Lemma 3.4, or by expanding (3.3) in Theorem 3.1, we have a Horn
DNF . of (3.4). To prove the unique primality of . of (3.4), let t be a prime impli-
cant of f. , where f. is the function . represents. Then, as noted in Section 2, there
is a consensus sequence t(1), t(2), ..., t(m)=t of terms such that each t(k) is either in
. (i.e., t(k)=t1t2 ...tix li for some i) or the consensus of two terms t
(k1) and t(k2) such
that k1 , k2<k. However, . of (3.4) has no pair of terms t(i)=t1 t2 } } } tix li and
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t( j)=t1 t2 } } } t jx lj such that P(t
(i)) & N(t ( j))=[l ] and N(t(i)) & P(t ( j))=<, implying
that no consensus operation is applicable to .. This means that t is a prime impli-
cant of f. if and only if t is in ., and hence . is the unique prime DNF of f. . K
This corollary also says that a double Horn function f has a short DNF in the
sense that formula . of (3.4) has at most n terms and its length satisfies |.|n2.
The unique prime DNF . of (3.4) can be computed form the read-once formula of
(3.3) by simply expanding it. The required time for this is O(n2). These results also
apply to f since the definition of a double Horn function is symmetric between f
and f . Obtaining the unique prime DNF .$ for f from the unique prime DNF . of
f is also straightforward. As implicit in the proof of Lemma 3.2, this can be done








We note that the dual f d of a double Horn function f also has the unique prime
DNF .$$, which is obtained from .$ by complementing all literals. This DNF is not
Horn in general (recall that the dual of a double Horn function may not be Horn
any more). Summarizing these, we establish the next corollary.
Corollary 3.2. Let f be a double Horn function of n1 variables. Then f, f , and
f d have short unique prime DNFs, respectively, which contain at most n terms, and
whose lengths are at most n2. The prime DNF . of f can be computed from its read-
once formula (3.3) in O(n2) time. Also prime DNFs for f and f d can be obtained in
O(n2) time, respectively.
3.3. Recognition of Double Horn Functions
We consider the problem of recognizing a double Horn function from a DNF ..
In particular, we describe an algorithm that solves this problem in polynomial time
for classes of formulas that satisfy certain properties and show also that the
problem is intractable in general.
Lemma 3.5. Let f be a function of n1 variables. Then f # CDH if and only if (i)
either x j f or x j f holds for some j, and (ii) f(xj  1) # CDH for all such j.
Remark 3.1. Note that, if a function f satisfies x j f, then it has a formula
x j 6 . for some ., and if f satisfies x j f , then it has a formula xj.. K
Proof. To prove the only-if-part, assume that f is double Horn. Then consider
vector 0. If f (0)=1 (resp., f (0)=0), then there exists a j such that x j f (resp.,
x jf ) by the discussion in the proof of Lemma 3.3. Thus (i) holds. Furthermore,
Lemma 3.1 tells that (ii) holds.
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Conversely, let us assume that (i) and (ii) hold. Let W1=[ j | x j f ] and
W2=[ j | x jf ]. Since f f ==, it is easy to see that either (I) (W1{< and
W2=<) or (II) (W1=< and W2{<) holds. We consider case (I) only, since the
other case is similar. Then f and f can be represented by
f =x j 6 f(xj  1)x j and f = f(xj  1)x j (3.5)
for any j # W1 . By (ii), f (xj  1) is double Horn, that is, both f(xj  1) and f(xj  1) can
be represented by Horn DNFs. Therefore f and f can be represented by Horn
DNFs. K
Let a function f be represented by a formula .. Then the above conditions x j.
and x j. are equivalent to .(xj  0)# and .(xj  0)#=, respectively. Whether the
condition .$# and .$#= can be checked in polynomial time or not depends on
how formula .$ is given. If .$ is a DNF, for example, then it is trivial to check
if .$#= holds, but it may not be trivial to check if .$# holds (problem
TAUTOLOGY). If .$ is a Horn DNF, both .$# and .$#= can be checked in
linear time [6].
The previous lemma can be exploited for an algorithm CHECK-DH recognizing
a double Horn function, which proceeds as follows. It checks the condition (i), by
testing whether the current . satisfies .(xj  0)# or .(xj  0)#= for some j, and
if so, applies the decomposition of .=x j 6 .(xj  1) or .=x j.(xj  1) recursively,
until finally condition .(xj  1)# or = is reached.
Since CHECK-DH may need to check all the current variables xj for the condi-
tion of .(xj  0)# or .(xj  0)#= in each iteration, and the level of recursion is at
most n, O(n2) is an upper bound on the number of tests for .# and .#= in
CHECK-DH. For a more detailed formulation, see [9]. This establishes the next
theorem.
Theorem 3.2. Let F be a class of formulas, which is closed under assignments
and for which checking if .# and .#=, respectively, can be done in O(t(n, |.| ))
time for any . # F, where n is the number of variables.1 Then, deciding whether a
given . # F represents a double Horn function can be done in O(n2t(n, |.| )) time.
Notice that if t(n, |,| ) is a polynomial, then the recognition of a double Horn
function from a given formula , # F is polynomial.
Example 3.1. Let us apply algorithm CHECK-DH to a Horn DNF
.(1)=x1x2 x 3 6 x 2 6 x1x2x4 6 x1x 3x4 .
Since x 2.(1) (other x j satisfy neither x j.(1) nor x j.(1)), .(1)#x 2 6 .(2)
holds, where .(2)=. (1)(x2  1)=x1x 3 6 x1x4 6 x1x 3 x4 . Since .
(2) satisfies x 1.(2),
we have .(2)#x1.(3), where .(3)=. (2)(x1  1)=x 3 6 x4 6 x 3x4 . In the next iteration,
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we see that .(3) satisfies x 3.(3), and we have .(3)#x 3 6 . (4), where .(4)=
.(3)(x3  1)=x4 . Finally, .
(4)#x4 .(5) holds, where . (5)#. Therefore, .(5)#,
.(4)#x4 , .(3)#x 3 6 x4 , .(2)#x1 (x 3 6 x4), and .(1)#x 2 6 x1 (x 3 6 x4). Thus .(1)
represents a double Horn function.
If we restrict ourselves to the class of Horn formulas, then it is known that
t(n, |.| )=|.| holds [6]. Therefore, the complexity in Theorem 3.2 becomes
O(n2|.| ). This complexity can be further improved to linear time O( |.| ) by exploit-
ing the data structure developed for handling Horn DNFs [6], and by devising
clever and efficient bookkeeping of data. The details are, however, technical, and
omitted; the interested readers are requested to consult [9].
Finally, we note that, for a general class of formulas, for which t(n, |.| ) in
Theorem 3.2 may not be polynomial, it is very unlikely to have a polynomial time
algorithm, because we have the following negative result.
Theorem 3.3. Given an arbitrary DNF ., checking if . represents a double Horn
function is coNP-complete.
Proof. The problem is in coNP, since a guess for vectors u and v such that
either .(u)=.(v)=0 and .(u 7 v)=1, or .(u)=.(v)=1 and .(u 7 v)=0, which
proves that . is not double Horn, can be easily verified in polynomial time.
To show the hardness, let  be a DNF involving variables x1 , x2 , ..., xn , and
define a DNF . by .= 6 x n+1x n+2 . We claim that . is double Horn if and only
if  is a tautology (i.e., #). If  is a tautology, then clearly, . is a tautology,
and hence . is double Horn. Conversely, if , then x n+1x n+2 is a prime impli-
cant of ., since .(xn+1  0) , .(xn+2  0)  (i.e., neither x n+1 nor x n+2 is an implicant
of .). Since such . cannot be represented by a DNF of (3.4), Corollary 3.1 tells
that . does not represent a double Horn function, which completes our claim.
Since deciding whether a given DNF  is a tautology is known to be co-NP-hard
[12], it follows that deciding whether a given DNF  is double Horn is co-NP-
hard. K
4. DOUBLE HORN EXTENSIONS
In this section, we study double Horn extensions of partially defined Boolean
functions. We first present a criterion for the existence of a double Horn extension
of a pdBf (T, F ) in terms of a simple declarative condition on intersection closures.
This criterion leads to a polynomial time algorithm for the double Horn extension
problem. This positive result is complemented by the negative result that finding a
shortest double Horn extension, i.e., a double Horn extension that has a shortest
DNF (or even arbitrary) formula . is NP-hard. Finally, we consider enumerating
all double Horn extensions .1 , .2 , ... of (T, F ) with polynomial delay. As a conse-
quence, we obtain that deciding whether a pdBf (T, F ) has the unique double Horn
extension, i.e., (T, F ) implicitly defines the unique double Horn function f, is solv-
able in polynomial time.
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4.1. Existence of a Double Horn Extension
The existence of a double Horn extension is described by a surprisingly simple
criterion. Revisiting the definition of double Horn, Cl7(T( f ))=T( f ) and
Cl7(F( f ))=F( f ), we obtain an immediate necessary condition
Cl7(T ) & Cl7(F )=< (4.6)
for the existence of a double Horn extension of a pdBf (T, F ). This condition also
turns out to be sufficient.
Theorem 4.1. Let (T, F ) be a pdBF. Then (T, F ) has an extension f # CDH if and
only if Cl7(T ) & Cl7(F )=<.
Proof. To prove the only-if-part, assume that f # CDH is an extension of (T, F ).
Then clearly Cl7(T( f )) & Cl7(F( f ))=< holds. Since TCl7(T( f )) and
FCl7(F( f )), this implies Cl7(T ) & Cl7(F )=<.
For the converse direction, assume that Cl7(T ) & Cl7(F )=<, but no extension
f # CDH exists. We will derive a contradiction. Let T*, F*[0, 1]n be maximal sub-
sets (with respect to inclusion) such that TT*, FF*, and Cl7(T*) &
Cl7(F*)=< (but Cl7(T*) _ Cl7(F*){[0, 1]n by the assumption). Maximality
of T* and F* implies that T*=Cl7(T*) and F*=Cl7(F*), and hence v(1)=
v # T*v # T* and v(2)=v # F* v # F* satisfy v(1){v(2). Consider two possible cases:
Case 1. v(1) and v(2) are comparable. We assume v(1)v(2) without loss of
generality. By the maximality of T*, it follows that every vector w(1) such that
w(1)  v(2) is contained in T*, and hence v(1)=0. Let T 1*=[w # T* | w>v
(2)]. If
T1*=<, then the maximality of F* implies that every w(2) such that w(2)v(2)
satisfies w(2) # F*. This means T* _ F*=[0, 1]n, which is a contradiction.
Otherwise, let v(3)=v # T1* v. Note that v
(2)<v(3) must hold by assumption
Cl7(T*) & Cl7(F*)=<. Then, by a similar argument, it follows that every vector
w(2) such that w(2)v(2) but w (2)  v(3) must be in F*. Continuing this argument,
we obtain a finite chain v(1)<v(2)<...<v(l ) in [0, 1]n such that all vectors w(i)
satisfying w(i)v(i) but w(i)  v(i+1) belong to T* (resp., F*) if v(i) # T* (resp., F*),
where v(l+1)=1 is assumed for convenience. Consequently, T* _ F*=[0, 1]n. This
implies that there exists a double Horn extension f of (T, F ) such that T( f )=T*
and F( f )=F*, which is a contradiction.
Case 2. v(1)  v(2), v(1)  v (2). Then obviously 0  T* _ F*, but Cl7(T* _ [0])
& F*=< holds. This is a contradiction to the maximality of T* and F*. K
This criterion shows a similarity between the existence problems of double Horn
extensions and arbitrary Horn extensions, because T & Cl7(F )=< is a necessary
and sufficient condition for the latter problem [3, 29].
We remark that the proof of Theorem 4.1 provides another characterization of
double Horn functions. Namely, for any double Horn function f there is a collec-
tion of vectors v(1)<v(2) } } } <v(k) and a b # [0, 1] such that f (x) can be expressed
as:
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if x  v(1) then f (x)=b,
else
if x  v(2) then f (x)=1&b,
else
if x  v(3) then f (x)=b,
} } }
4.2. Finding a Double Horn Extension
The condition in Theorem 4.1 can be checked in polynomial time, exploiting the
following observation: A vector v belongs to Cl7(T ) & Cl7(F ) only if vvTF ,
where vTF=(u # T u) 6 (u # F u). This gives rise to a natural algorithm which
checks the condition Cl7(T ) & Cl7(F )=<, by starting with a test (u # T u){
(u # F u) and then iteratively reducing T and F to the vectors vTF [9]. We now
show below that this algorithm can be adapted to run in O(n2( |T |+|F | )) time.
However, a faster linear time O(n( |T |+|F | )) algorithm is possible, but its details
are not given here for simplicity; we refer to [9] for the interested reader.
The algorithm recursively exploits the decompositions of Lemma 3.5, which are
always possible for double Horn functions.
Algorithm. DH-EXTENSION
Input. A pdBf (T, F ), where T, F[0, 1]n.
Output. A read-once formula  of (3.3) for f if there is a double Horn extension
f of (T, F ); otherwise ‘‘No’’.
Step 1. Call DH-AUX(T, F, [1, 2, } } } , n]) and output the obtained result;
Halt.
Procedure DH-AUX(T, F, I )
Input. T, F[0, 1]n and a set I[1, 2, } } } , n] such that the pair of projections
(T[I], F[I]) is a pdBf.
Output. A read-once formula  of (3.3) for f on variables xi , i # I, if there is a
double Horn extension f of (T[I], F[I]); otherwise ‘‘No.’’
Step 1. if T[I]=< then return  :== (exit) (* there are no true vectors *)
elsif F[I]=< then  := (exit) (* there are no false vectors *)
fi;
Step 2. I+ :=v # T[I] ON(v); (* each i # I + tells that  can be xi ( } } } ) *)
if I + =< then go to Step 3
else (* assume that  has form  i # I+ xi ( } } } ), and decompose *)
T $ :=T, F $ :=F"[w # F | OFF(w) & I +{<] and I$ :=I"I+;
Call DH-AUX(T $, F $, I$);
if the answer is $ ({) then return  :=i # I+ xi 7 $ and exit
elsif the answer is  then return  :=i # I+ x i and exit
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Step 3. J+ :=w # F[I] ON(w); (* each i # J+ tells that  can be x i 6 ( } } } ) *)
if J +=< then (* decomposition failed, and there is no extension *)
return ‘‘No’’ and exit
else (* assume  has form i # J+ x i 6 ( } } } ), and decompose *)
T $ :=T"[v # T | OFF(v) & J+{<], F $ :=F and I$ :=I"J+;
Call DH-AUX(T $, F $, I$);
if the answer is $ ({=) then return  :=i # J+ x i 6 $ and exit
elsif the answer is = then return  :=i # J+ x i and exit
else return ‘‘No’’ and exit (* decomposition failed *)
fi
fi.
Observe that in consecutive recursive calls of DH-AUX, the execution alternates
between steps 2 and 3.
Example 4.1. Let us apply algorithm DH-EXTENSION to a pdBf (T, F )
defined by T=[(1111), (1010)] and F=[(1101), (1110)]. As we see in the follow-
ing, it outputs a double Horn extension =x1x3(x 2 6 x4) of (T, F ).
(DH-EXTENSION ) Step 1. Call DH-AUX with the above T, F and
I=[1, 2, 3, 4].
(DH-AUX (1)) Step 1. Since T[I]{<, F[I]{< and I{<, the computa-
tion continues.
Step 2. I+ :=[1, 3], T $ :=[(1111), (1010)], F $=[(1110)], and I$=[2, 4].
Call DH-AUX(T $, F $, I$).
(DH-AUX (2)) Step 1. Continue to Step 2.
Step 2. I+ :=<, hence continue to Step 3.
Step 3. J+ :=[2], T $ :=[(1111)], F $ :=[(1110)], I$ :=[4]. Call DH-
AUX(T $, F $, I$).
(DH-AUX (3)) Step 1. Continue to Step 2.
Step 2. I+ :=[4], T $ :=[(1111)], F $ :=<, I$ :=<. Call DH-
AUX(T $, F $, I$).
(DH-AUX (4)) Step 1. Since F[I]=<, it returns =.
(DH-AUX (3)) As =, it returns =x4 .
(DH-AUX (2)) As $=x4 , it returns =x 2 6 x4 .
(DH-AUX (1)) As ${, it returns =x1x3(x 2 6 x4).
(DH-EXTENSION ) Output =x1 x3(x 2 6 x4).
Theorem 4.2. Given a pdBf (T, F ), where T, F[0, 1]n, algorithm DH-
EXTENSION correctly finds a read-once formula  of (3.3) for a double Horn
extension (if such an extension exists) or outputs ‘‘No’’ (if no such extension exists),
in O(n2( |T |+|F | )) time.
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Proof. For the correctness part, we prove by induction on |I | that DH-AUX is
correct, which clearly implies the correctness of DH-EXTENSION.
If |I |=0, then either T[I] or F[I] is empty and the returned value is obviously
correct. Assume that DH-AUX is correct for |I |k&1, and then consider the case
of |I |=k.
Case 1. I+{<. Notice that all vectors in T $ _ F $ have value 1 at all com-
ponents i # I+. By the induction hypothesis, DH-AUX(T $, F $, I$) tells correctly
whether (T $[I$], F $[I$]), where I$=I"I+, has a double Horn extension. If DH-
AUX(T $, F $, I$) returns $ ({), then by the definition of T $ and F $, the constructed
formula  (=i # I+ x i 7 $) satisfies T[I]T() and F[I] & T()=<. Thus 
represents an extension of (T[I], F[I]). Furthermore, by Theorem 3.1, this 
represents a double Horn function. Hence the returned value is correct. Similarly,
in case that DH-AUX(T $, F $, I$) returns , we can show that DH-AUX(T, F, I )
returns the correct value. Finally, consider the case that DH-AUX(T $, F $, I$)
returns ‘‘No.’’ For this case, assume toward a contradiction that (T[I], F[I]) has
a double Horn extension f. By Lemma 3.1, fA # CDH holds for the assignment
A=(xi  1 | i # I+). Therefore, (T $[I$], F $[I$]) has a double Horn extension. Thus,
by the induction hypothesis, DH-AUX(T $, F $, I$) does not output ‘‘No.’’ This is a
contradiction.
Case 2. J+{<. Analogously to case 1, it is shown that the returned value is
correct.
Case 3. I+ _ J+=<. This means that for each component i # I, there are two
vectors v # T[I] and w # F[I] such that vi=wi=0. Thus no extension f of
(T[I], F[I]) satisfies x i f or x i f for any i # I. Therefore, Lemma 3.5 tells that
there is no double Horn extension of (T[I], F[I]). Therefore, the returned value
‘‘No$$ is correct.
Finally, concerning the time complexity, it is easily checked that the body of DH-
AUX can be executed in O(n( |T |+|F | )) time. Since the recursion is linear and its
depth is bounded by n, it follows that DH-EXTENSION runs in O(n2( |T |+|F | ))
time. K
We remark here that the running time of the above algorithm can be further
improved to O(n( |T |+|F | )) time (i.e., linear time with respect to input length).
Basically, the method is to use lists with cross-references and counters to achieve
that the same bit of the input is looked up only once after a linear-time initializa-
tion phase. The details are however omitted, as they can be found in [9].
4.3. PAC Learnability of Double Horn Functions
The above result on the extension problem enables us to derive as a corollary,
applying a general result of [2], that the class of double Horn functions is PAC-
learnable.
A hypothesis class H of Boolean functions is probably approximately correct
(PAC ) learnable (with respect to a fixed encoding of the hypotheses) [2, 37], if
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there exist a learning algorithm for H and a minimal sample size m(=, $, n) polyno-
mial in 1=, 1$, and n, where n is the size of the encoding of the hypothesis, such
that
(a) for all f # H which have encoding of size at most n, and all distributions
P on the sample space X (in our context, the set of all Boolean vectors), given
m(=, $, n) observations of f (in our terms, a pdBF (T, F ) which has f as a possible
extension), the algorithm produces a hypothesis with error at most = with proba-
bility at least 1&$, and
(b) the algorithm produces its hypothesis in time polynomial in the length of
the given sample.
As shown in [2], PAC learnability of a class H is guaranteed if it possesses a
so-called Occam-algorithm. Formally, an Occam-algorithm [2] for H with con-
stant parameters c1 and 0:<1 is a learning algorithm which
(i) produces a hypothesis of complexity at most ncm: when given a sample
of size m of any function in H of complexity at most n, and
(ii) runs in time polynomial in the length of the sample.
Here, the complexity of a function is its size with respect to the chosen encoding,
measured in bits.
It is easy to see that algorithm DH-EXTENSION is an Occam-algorithm. We
thus obtain the following result.
Theorem 4.3. The class CDH is PAC learnable.
The underlying reason for this result is the fact that the class CDH is small and
has only O(2 p(n)) functions, where p(n) is a polynomial, on n variables (for a
detailed analysis, see Section 5.3).
Notice that Theorem 4.3 is known, as it appears to be a special case of a pre-
viously developed learning result on nested differences of concepts [19]. In that
paper, the authors introduced a framework for constructing learning algorithms
and employed a master algorithm TOTAL RECALL, which is capable of learning
any concept class whose members can be expressed as nested differences of concepts
from an intersection-closed class. The class CDH fits this framework.
For example, it is easy to see that the double Horn function f =x1x2(x 3 6 x 4x5)
can be expressed as a nested difference x1x2 "(x3x4 "x5) (where the set operation is
taken over the true vectors of x1x2 , x3x4 , and x5 , respectively).
Furthermore, it turns out that our algorithm DH-EXTENSION is a close
relative of algorithm TOTAL RECALL. However, notice the following differences.
First, algorithm TOTAL RECALL outputs a hypothesis for a function f which is
known to be from CDH , while the aim of algorithm DH-EXTENSION, which was
independently developed for a different purpose, has to decide whether membership
of f in CDH is possible (and output some extension in case it is). Moreover, the
refined version of our algorithm is linear time which is not discussed in [19].
Finally, we have an extended algorithm for enumerating all different extensions in
CDH with polynomial delay, which allows to solve the exact learning problem in a
batch-mode setting in polynomial time (see Section 4.5).
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4.4. Computing a Shortest Double Horn Extension
Since computing one double Horn extension of a pdBf (T, F ) is fast, the follow-
ing natural question arises: How complex is computing a double Horn extension
with the shortest DNF ? This problem is intractable, however.
Theorem 4.4. Given a pdBf (T, F ), computing a shortest Horn DNF (or even any
formula) . representing a double Horn extension of (T, F ) is NP-hard.
Proof. We reduce the classical problem of deciding whether a graph G=(V, E)
has a vertex cover of size at most k [12] to this problem. Suppose that
V=[1, 2, ..., n], and define a pdBf (T, F ) by T=[1] and F=[xV"[i, j] | [i, j] # E].
We claim that (T, F ) has a double Horn DNF . that contains at most k literals
if and only if G has a vertex cover of size at most k. Indeed, if CV is a vertex
cover of G, then .=i # C xi represents an extension, which is clearly double Horn.
This proves the if-part. To show the only-if-part, assume that G has no vertex cover
of size at most k, and let . represent any Horn (in particular, double Horn) exten-
sion. Then t(1)=1 holds for some Horn implicant t of .. Let t=j # P(t) x j_
j # N(t) x j . Since N(t)=< must hold to satisfy t(1)=1, P(t) is a vertex cover of G.
Hence |.||P(t)|k+1, a contradiction. This proves the claim, from which the
result clearly follows. K
4.5. Computing all Double Horn Extensions
In this section, we consider the problem of computing all double Horn extensions
of a pdBf (T, F ) and describe an algorithm that outputs the corresponding read-
once formulas with polynomial delay [22]; i.e., the time between consecutive out-
puts is bounded by a polynomial in the input size, and the first (resp., last) output
occurs also in polynomial time after the start (resp., before halt) of the algorithm.
A polynomial delay algorithm is of course polynomial total time [22], that is, its
running time is polynomial in the size of the input and output. These concepts take
into account that the output size can be much larger (in particular, exponentially
longer) than the input size.
The algorithm, ALL-DH-EXTENSIONS, is a slight variant of algorithm DH-
EXTENSION in Subsection 4.2. It builds read-once formulas # of all extensions
from left to right in the order to be defined later by making use of Lemma 3.5. Each
extension output has a maximum common prefix with the immediately preceding
extension. The formula # of (3.3) is represented by a list of its literals, which is
preceded for technical convenience by a special literal x0 that represents . For
example, #=x 1 6 x3 x 2 is represented by an ordered list of literals L=x0 , x 1 , x3 ,
x 2 , which is obtained by simply listing all the literals in # in the order of their
appearance, after the initial special literal x0 . We call this the list representation
of #. It is easy to see that there is a one-to-one correspondence between formulas
# of (3.3) and ordered lists of literals. (In this case, we regard formulas #=x 1 6 x 2
and #=x 2 6 x 1 as being different, for example, even if they represent the same
functions.)
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Example 4.2. Let us consider T=[(111), (101)] and F=[(110)] (i.e., n=3). It
will turn out later that this (T, F ) has eight double Horn extensions, represented by
the following formulas of (3.3):
#(1)=x1x3 , (L=x0 , x1 , x3)
#(2)=x1(x 2 6 x3), (L=x0 , x1 , x 2 , x3)
#(3)=x3 , (L=x0 , x3)
#(4)=x3(x 2 6 x1), (L=x0 , x3 , x 2 , x1)
#(5)=x 1 6 x3 , (L=x0 , x 1 , x3)
#(6)=x 1 6 x 2 6 x3 , (L=x0 , x 1 , x 2 , x3)
#(7)=x 2 6 x1 x3 , (L=x0 , x 2 , x1 , x3)
#(8)=x 2 6 x3 . (L=x0 , x 2 , x3).
Figure 2 shows the computational tree built by ALL-DH-EXTENSIONS, which
lists all double Horn extensions of (T, F ). Scanning this tree from left to right in the
depth-first manner, extensions are generated corresponding to the paths from root
x0 to the nodes marked with ‘‘*’’; e.g., the leftmost path x0 , x1 , x3* represents #(1),
the second path x0 , x1 , x 2 , x3* represents #(2), the third path x3* represents #(3), ...,
and the rightmost path x0 , x 2 , x3* represents #(8).
Before describing the main algorithm, we first explain an algorithm for testing
whether a given pdBf (T[I], F[I]), where T, F[0, 1]n and I[1, 2, ..., n], has a
double Horn extension f under some additional restriction saying that the starting
literals must be chosen from a given set of positive (or negative) literals.
More precisely, let P be a set of positive literals such that [ j | xj # P]
v # T ON(v) & I, and let N be a set of negative literals such that [ j | x j # N]
w # F ON(w) & I. Notice that we use the convention that an intersection S # S S,
where S is a collection of subsets SB of a base set B, yields B, i.e., the unit with
respect to intersection, if S is empty. Thus, in particular v # T ON(v)=[1, 2, ..., n]
if T=<, and w # F OFF(w)=[1, 2, ..., n] if F=<. The base set B is always clear
from the context.
Then, property REST7 (resp., REST6) is defined as follows.
FIG. 2. The tree representing all extensions of (T, F ), which is constructed by ALL-DH-
EXTENSIONS.
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Property REST7(I, P): The pdBf (T[I], F[I]) has an extension f{=.
Moreover, if n1>0 holds in the decomposition of (3.3), then the starting (outer-
most) level of the decomposition (i.e., literals x11 , x12 , ..., x1n1) must have only
literals from P.
Property REST6(I, N ): The pdBf (T[I], F[I]) has an extension f{.
Moreover, if n1=0 holds in the decomposition of (3.3), then the starting (outer-
most) level of the decomposition (i.e., literals x 21 , x 22 , ..., x 2n2) must have only
literals from N.
For example, suppose that T=[110, 111], F=[101, 001], I=[1, 2, 3], and
P=[x2] are given. Then extensions f =x 3 6 x2 and g=x2 have property
REST7(I, P), but h=x1x2 does not. Let IP and IN , respectively, denote [ j | x j # P]
and [ j | x j # N].
The properties REST7 and REST6 can be checked by the following symmetric
algorithms.
Algorithm REST7-DH-EXTENSION((T, F ), I, P)
Input. A pdBf (T[I], F[I]), given by T, F[0, 1]n and I[1, 2, ..., n], and a set
of positive literals P such that IP=[ j | xj # P]v # TON(v) & I.
Return. ‘‘Yes,’’ if (T[I], F[I]) has a double Horn extension having property
REST7(I, P); otherwise, ‘‘No.’’
Step 1. if (T[I], F[I]) has no double Horn extension then return ‘‘No’’ and
exit fi;
(* this can be checked by DH-EXTENSION *)
Step 2. for each SIP such that |S||IP |&1 do
FS :=[w # F | ON(w)$S];
if FS=< or w # FS ON(w) & (I"S){<
then return ‘‘Yes’’ and exit fi
end[for];
Step 3. return ‘‘No’’ and exit.
Algorithm REST6-DH-EXTENSION((T, F ), I, N )
Input. A pdBf (T[I], F[I]), given by T, F[0, 1]n, I[1, 2, ..., n], and a set of
negative literals N such that IN=[ j | x j # N]w # FON(w) & I.
Return. ‘‘Yes,’’ if (T[I], F[I]) has a double Horn extension having property
REST6(I, N ); otherwise, ‘‘No.’’
Step 1. if (T[I], F[I]) has no double Horn extension then return ‘‘No’’ and
exit fi;
Step 2. for each SIN such that |S||IN |&1 do
TS :=[v # T | ON(v)$S];
if TS=< or v # TS ON(v) & (I"S){<
then return ‘‘Yes’’ and exit fi
end[for];
Step 3. return ‘‘No’’ and exit.
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Lemma 4.1. The algorithms REST7-DH-EXTENSION and REST6-DH-
EXTENSION correctly output the answer in O(n( |T |+|F | )) time.
Proof. We prove only the correctness of REST7-DH-EXTENSION, since the
other case is similar. It is easy to see that Step 1 is correct. For the correctness of
Step 2, assume first that (T[I], F[I]) has a double Horn extension and that the
algorithm outputs ‘‘Yes.’’ Then, there is some SIP such that |S||IP |&1 and
one of the following two cases applies.
Case (a). FS=<. Clearly .=i # S x i represents a double Horn extension of
(T[I], F[I]) and satisfies REST7(I, P).
Case (b). FS{< and I$=w # FS ON(w) & (I"S){<. Then, it holds that every
w # FS fulfills ON(w)$IP . This is obvious for |S|=|IP |; if |S|=|IP |&1 (in this
case, we assume that IP satisfies FS{< and w # FIP ON(w) & (I"IP)=<), then
S=IP"[ j] for some j # IP and hence I$=[ j], which means ON(w)$IP .
Consider now two cases for T. If T=<, then .=i # S xi (i # I$ x i) represents a
double Horn extension of (T[I], F[I]) and satisfies REST7(I, P). Otherwise (i.e.,
T{<), because all w # FS satisfy ON(w)$IP , also all v # T satisfy ON(v)$IP , and
since (T[I], F[I]) has a double Horn extension, (T, FS) has a double Horn exten-
sion f projected to I"S, and hence so does (FS , T ) (since f is also double Horn).
Thus by executing procedure DH-AUX(FS , T, I"S) of Subsection 4.2, we have a
read-once formula  representing a double Horn extension of (FS , T ) projected to
I"IS . Furthermore, since T{< and I${<, the formula  output by DH-AUX
satisfies that the literals of its first decomposition are positive. Let $ be a read-once
formula equivalent to  . Now we can easily see that .=i # S xi 7 $ represents a
double Horn extension of (T[I], F[I]) and that the first positive decomposition of
. uses literals in P"[x j]. This means that . satisfies REST7(I, P). Hence Step 2 is
correct.
Now assume that algorithm REST7-DH-EXTENSION outputs ‘‘No’’ in Step 3,
but there is a double Horn extension f of (T[I], F[I]), satisfying REST7(I, P). Let
 be a read-once formula for f. Then $=(xi  1 | i # IP) represents a double Horn
extension of (T, FS), where S=IP , projected to I"IP . Then the following two cases
occur.
Case (c). $==. Obviously {, and furthermore, {= holds since T{<
must hold (alternatively, we can conclude {= from property REST7(I, P)). Let
us now consider the first positive literals (i.e., literals x11 , x12 , ..., x1n1) and first
negative literals (i.e., literals x 21 , x 22 , ..., x 2n2) in the decomposition of (3.3) for . By
REST7(I, P), the first positive literals are contained in P. We can see that n2{0
and that the first negative literals x l are also contained in P, since n2=0 and x l  P
would imply $= and $=x l 6 ... or , respectively. Thus  has an implicant
t=( lp=1 xip)x il+1 , where ip # IP for p=1, 2..., l+1. However, since Step 2 is
executed, for S=IP"[il+1] there exists a w # F such that ON(w) & IP=S. Such a
w satisfies t(w)=1, and hence (w)=1, which is a contradiction.
Case (d). ${=. Obviously ${ holds as for S=IP , FS{<. Furthermore,
the first literal in the read-once formula $ is positive. Otherwise (i.e., $=x i 6 .),
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since by assumption for S=IP it holds that w # FS ON(w) & (I"S)=<, there is a
w # FS such that $(w)=1, which is a contradiction. Therefore, let $=xi., where
i  IP . We claim that xi is used in the first group of positive literals in the decom-
position of (3.3) for , i.e., in x11 , x12 , ..., x1n1 , which derives a contradiction to
property REST7(I, P). Suppose this were not the case. Then,  has d3 and
n21, and since $=xi., every literal x 2k from the first negative group must use
a variable xj such that j # IP , and at least one such j exists. Thus  has an implicant
t=( lp=1 xip) x j , where ip # IP for p=1, 2..., l and j # IP . However, there is w # F
such that ON(w) & IP=IP "[ j]. Such a w satisfies t(w)=1, and hence (w)=1,
which is a contradiction. This proves the correctness of REST7-DH-EXTENSION.
Finally, we consider the time complexity of the algorithms. By applying a faster
version of algorithm DH-EXTENSION, Step 1 of REST7-DH-EXTENSION
(resp., REST6-DH-EXTENSION) can be executed in O( |I |( |T |+|F | ))=
O(n( |T |+|F | )) time. Step 2 can be done in O( |P| |F | )=O(n |F | ) (resp.,
O( |N| |T | )=O(n |T | )) time. (To see this, let F $=[w # F | |ON(w) & IP |=
|IP |&1]; then, for S=IP , we have FS=[w # F | |ON(w) & IP |=|IP |], and for
every Sj=IP"[ j] such that j # IP , FSj=FIP _ [w # F $ | j # OFF(w)].) Finally, Step 3
requires constant time.
Totally, algorithm REST7-DH-EXTENSION and REST6-DH-EXTENSION
require O(n( |T |+|F | )) time. K
The main algorithm ALL-DH-EXTENSIONS for finding all double Horn exten-
sions is now described in detail below. It initializes the variables and takes care of
the special case of extension f ==. Then, in the case that a double Horn extension
exists, it recursively calls an auxiliary procedure, ALL-DH-AUX, for outputting all
double Horn extensions subject to a restriction on the prefix of the extensions. The
above REST7-DH-EXTENSION and REST6 -DH-EXTENSION are used as sub-
procedures in ALL-DH-AUX.
Algorithm ALL-DH-EXTENSIONS
Input. A pdBf (T, F ), where T, F[0, 1]n.
Output. List representations of read-once formulas 1 , 2 , ..., m of (3.3) for all
double Horn extensions of (T, F ).
Step 1. if T=< then output = (continue)
else call DH-EXTENSION for (T, F );
if its answer is ‘‘No’’ then halt fi
fi;
L0 :=x0 ; I :=[1, 2, ..., n];
P=[xj | j # v # T ON(v)];
N=[x j | j # w # F ON(w)];
Call ALL-DH-AUX((T, F ), L0 , I, P, N ).
Procedure ALL-DH-AUX((T, F ), L, I, P, N )
Input. A pdBf (T, F ), formula # of form (3.3) given by list L=L0 , L1 , ..., Li of
literals (in this order), set I of the available variable indices and sets of literals P
and N allowed for decomposition (where IP (=[ j | x j # P])I and IN (=[ j |
x j # N])I are assumed).
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Output. List representations of read-once formulas # 6  or # 7 , where  are
the read-once formulas of (3.3) for all double Horn extensions of (T[I], F[I]) (i.e.,
all read-once formulas for double Horn extensions of (T, F ), which have # as prefix)
such that the first literal Li+1 after L is chosen from P _ N.
Step 1. (* Check if current formula # is an extension, and output # if it is the
case. *)
if L i is positive and F=<, or Li is negative and T=<
then output # (continue) fi;
Step 2. (* Expand # by a positive literal. *)
while there is a literal xj # P do
I$ :=I"[ j]; P$ :=P :=P"[xj];
T $ :=T and F $ :=[v # F | vj=1];
Call REST7-DH-EXTENSION((T $, F $), I$, P$);
if the answer is ‘‘Yes’’
then (* expand # by xj *)
Li+1 :=x j and L$ :=L, Li+1 ;
N$ :=[x i | i # I$ & w # F $ ON(w)];
Call recursively ALL-DH-AUX((T $, F $), L$, I$, P$, N$)
fi
end[while].
Step 3. (* Expand # by a negative literal. *)
while there is a literal x j # N do
I$ :=I"[ j]; N$ :=N :=N"[x j];
T $ :=[v # T |vj=1] and F $ :=F;
Call REST6-DH-EXTENSION((T $, F $), I$, N$);
if the answer is ‘‘Yes’’
then (* expand # by x j *)
Li+1 :=x j and and L$ :=L, Li+1 ;
P$ :=[xi |i # I$ & v # T $ ON(v)];
Call recursively ALL-DH-AUX((T $, F $), L$, I$, P$, N$)
fi
end[while].
Step 1 of ALL-DH-AUX outputs the extension currently at hand. In particular,
if L=x0 , we have by convention #=. Steps 2 and 3 try to expand the current for-
mula given by list L, in all possible ways. By recursively restricting the possibilities,
it is achieved that each extension is output only once. The crux in the correctness
of the algorithm relies on the double assignments P$ :=P"[xj] and N$ :=N"[x j]
in Steps 2 and 3, respectively.
The computation of all double Horn extensions is illustrated in the following
example.
Example 4.3. We apply ALL-DH-EXTENSIONS to the pdBf (T, F ), where
T=[(111), (101)] and F=[(110)] as in Example 4.2. The entire computational
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process is represented by the tree in Fig. 2. It outputs the eight formulas #(i),
i=1, 2, ..., 8, of Example 4.2, which represent all distinct double Horn extensions of
(T, F ).
Step 1. DH-EXTENSION for (T, F ) answers ‘‘Yes’’ (e.g., f =x3 is a double
Horn extension), and thus ALL-DH-AUX is called with (T, F ), L=x0 ,
I=[1, 2, 3], P=[x1 , x3] and N=[x 1 , x 2];
(All-DH-AUX (1)) Step 1. No output, as Li=x0 (which represents #=) is
positive and F{<.
Step 2. Expand #= by x1 : T $ :=[(111), (101)], F $ :=[(110)], I$ :=[2, 3],
P$ :=[x3]; The call of REST7-DH-EXTENSION((T $, F $), I$, P$) answers
‘‘Yes.’’ (Indeed, (T $[I$], F $[I$])=([(11), (01)], [(10)]) has a double Horn
extension (Step 1), and in Step 3, F +=[(110)] and ON((110)) &
([2, 3]"[3]){<.) Thus, ALL-DH-AUX is called with (T $, F $), L$=x0 , x1 ,
I$=[2, 3], P$=[x3], and N$=[x 2].
(ALL-DH-AUX (2)) Step 1. No output, as Li=x1 is positive and F{<.
Step 2. Expand #=x1 by x3 : T $ :=[(111), (101)], F $ :=<, I$ :=[2];
P$ :=<; The call of REST7-DH-EXTENSION((T $, F $), I$, P$) answers
‘‘Yes’’; hence, ALL-DH-AUX is called with (T $, F $), L$=x0 , x1 , x3 , I$=[2],
P$, and N$=<. The first step of this call outputs # (as Li=x3 is positive and
F=<), i.e., ‘‘x1 x3 ’’; the second and third steps are void.
Step 3. Expand #=x1 by x 2 : T $ :=[(111)]; F $ :=[(110)]; I$ :=[3];
N$ :=< (we have P$=< as a result of Step 2). The call of REST6-DH-
EXTENSION((T $, F $), I$, N$) answers ‘‘Yes’’; thus, ALL-DH-AUX is called
with (T $, F $), L$=x0 , x1 , x 2 , I$=[3], P$=[x3], and N$=<.
(ALL-DH-AUX (3)) Step 1. No output, as Li=x 2 is negative and T{<.
Step 2. Expand #=x 2 by x3 : T $ :=[(111)], F $ :=<; I$ :=<; P$ :=< (we
have N$=<). The call of REST7-DH-EXTENSION((T $, F $), I$, P$)
answers ‘‘Yes.’’ The subsequent call of ALL-DH-AUX with (T $, F $),
L$=x0 , x1 , x 2 , x3 , I$=<, P$=<, and N$=< outputs # in the first step,
i.e., ‘‘x1(x 2 6 x3)’’; the second and third steps are void.
Step 3. Void.
(end of ALL-DH-AUX (3))
(end of ALL-DH-AUX (2))
(Step 2. continued ) Expand #= by x3 : ...
Step 3. Expand #= by x 1 : ...
Expand #= by x 2 : ...
(end of ALL-DH-AUX (1))
(end of ALL-DH-EXTENSIONS)
Theorem 4.5. Algorithm ALL-DH-EXTENSIONS correctly outputs list repre-
sentations of read-once formulas .1 , .2 , ..., .m for all double Horn extensions of
(T, F ), with O(n3( |T |+|F | )) delay, i.e., polynomial delay, where .i .j for i{ j.
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Proof. It can be shown by induction on |I | that all formulas output indeed
represent double Horn extensions of (T, F ), similarly to the correctness of DH-
EXTENSION (Theorem 4.2). The additional part required here is the argument
that all extensions are actually found, and no one is output more than once.
For the former, we observe that for every double Horn extension  of (T, F ),
there is a ‘‘computation path’’ in the procedure which outputs . Indeed, if  has
decomposition (3.3) where n11, then some x1j will be picked by ALL-DH-AUX
in Step 2, and recursively the formula (x1j  1) is constructed and =x1j 7 (x1j  1)
is output. Similarly, if n1=0, then some x 2j is picked in Step 3 and recursively the
extension for (x2j  1) is constructed and =x 2j 6 (x2j  1) is output. A rigorous
proof by induction is straightforward.
Let us next assume that ALL-DH-EXTENSIONS outputs two lists L=L0 ,
L1 , ..., Lm and L$=L$0 , L$1 , ..., L$m , where Li=L$i for ik but Lk+1{L$k+1 , and L
and L$ represent the same double Horn function f. For example, L=x0 , x1 , x2 , x 3 ,
x 4 and L=x0 , x1 , x2 , x 4 , x 3 with k=2 represent the same function x1x2(x 3 6 x 4).
Note first that Lk+1 and L$k+1 must have the same polarity (i.e., both are positive
or negative), since otherwise L and L$ represent different functions. Now consider
the execution of ALL-DH-AUX for the common sublist L(k)=L0 , L1 , ..., Lk (=L$0 ,
L$1 , ..., L$k) of L and L$. Let us assume without loss of generality that Lk+1 and
L$k+1 are both positive and that Lk+1 is checked before L$k+1 in expanding L(k) in
Step 2. In expanding L(k) by L$k+1 , ALL-DH-AUX is recursively called with L(k+1)
(=L0 , L1 , ..., Lk , L$k+1), I$, P$ and N$. Note that this initial P$ does not contain
Lk . Furthermore, in each subsequent recursion call, the generated P$ does not con-
tain Lk unless some prior recursion step has already expanded the formula by a
negative literal. This implies that the expansion of L(k) by L$k+1 never produces L$,
which represents the same function as L. Consequently, no two list representations
L and L$, representing the same function, are output.
Concerning the complexity, Step 1 of algorithm ALL-DH-EXTENSIONS can be
executed in O(n( |T |+|F | )) time by using a faster version of DH-EXTENSION. For
procedure ALL-DH-AUX, Step 1 requires constant time. In Step 2 (resp., Step 3),
for each xj # P (resp., x j # N ), the body of the while-loop apart from the recursive
call of ALL-DH-AUX can be clearly done in O(n( |T |+|F | )) time, as REST7-DH-
EXTENSION (resp., REST6-DH-EXTENSION) runs in O(n( |T |+|F | )) time by
Lemma 4.1. Between two consecutive outputs, at most n2 checks by REST7-DH-
EXTENSION (resp., REST6-DH-EXTENSION) may fail in the worst case, since,
in each recursion step, at most n checks may be required, and the recursion depth
is bounded by n. Therefore, the algorithm outputs extensions with O(n3( |T |+|F | ))
delay. K
Corollary 4.1. There is a polynomial delay algorithm for enumerating prime
DNFs for all double Horn extensions of a given pdBf (T, F ).
Proof. By Corollary 3.2, prime DNF for a read-once formula . of (3.3) can be
obtained from . in O(n2) time. K
Clearly, the double Horn extensions of the pdBf (T, F ), where T=F=<, are all
double Horn functions. Thus, an immediate consequence of the previous corollary
is the following one.
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Corollary 4.2. There is a polynomial delay algorithm for enumerating prime
DNFs of all functions in the class CDH(n), i.e., the class of all double Horn functions
of n variables.
Corollary 4.3. Given a pdBf (T, F ), deciding whether it has the unique double
Horn extension is possible in polynomial time.
The last result has an immediate application in the context of concept learning
as described in Section 1. It means that, given a sample for a double Horn func-
tion f, i.e., sets TT( f ) and FF( f ), respectively, it is possible to decide in poly-
nomial time whether the examples uniquely determine f, i.e., allow for only one
double Horn function compatible with the examples. Moreover, a DNF expression
for f can be output in polynomial time in this case.
Thus, we obtain that exact learning of a double Horn function f in a batch-mode
(cf. [19]), in which the algorithm is given a sample and then has to extract the
function f from it without further information, is feasible in polynomial time,
i.e., either the function f is output or the algorithm reports that the sample is
ambiguous.
It is not clear whether enumerating all double Horn extensions can be done with
linear time delay. The following example is an instance which has the unique double
Horn extension, but checking this in linear time seems not straightforward. Take
T=[1] and F=[v | |OFF(v)|=1]. Then (T, F) has the unique extension x1 x2 ...xn .
Although this is true even if arbitrary vectors except 1 are added to F, checking the
fact appears to be more difficult.
5. CHARACTERISTIC SETS
5.1. Characteristic Sets of Double Horn Functions
A vector x # X[0, 1]n is called extreme [7] with respect to a set X if
x  Cl7(X"[x]). The set of all extremal vectors of X is called the characteristic set
of X [24, 25, 27] (or its base [7]), and is denoted by C*(X ). Note that every set
X[0, 1]n has the unique characteristic set C*(X ), and that C*(X )X is the
minimum set satisfying Cl7(C*(X ))=Cl7(X ). For convenience, we use the nota-
tion X[ j]=[v # X | |OFF(v)|= j] throughout this section for any set of vectors X
and j=0, 1, ..., n.
Let us first give the following lemma, which was proved in [9].
Lemma 5.1. Let T, F[0, 1]n. Then Cl7(T ) _ Cl7(F )=[0, 1]n holds if and
only if
Cl7(T ) _ Cl7(F )$[xV"W | |W |2, WV] (5.7)
holds, where V=[1, 2, ..., n].
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Proof. The only-if-part is obvious. For the if-part, from the assumption that
(5.7) holds and there is a vector
v # [0, 1]n "(Cl7(T ) _ Cl7(F )) , (5.8)
we derive a contradiction. By (5.7), v satisfies |OFF(v)|3. Let XT=
[w # Cl7(T ) | wv], XF=[w # Cl7(F ) | wv], and denote VT=OFF(X T[1])
and VF=OFF(XF[1]), where OFF(X )=w # X OFF(w).
Then by (5.7), we have
VT _ V F=OFF(v). (5.9)
Furthermore, VT "V F{< and VF "V T{< hold. In fact, if VT "VF=< (resp.,
VT "VF=<), then (5.9) implies VF=OFF(v) (resp., VT=OFF(v)); this means
v=u # X F [1] u (resp., v=u # X T [1] u), which is a contradiction to (5.8).
For every i # VT "VF, define Q i=[xV"[i, j] | j # V F1 "V
T
1 ]. Then, for each
i # VT "V F, some vector w(i) # Qi satisfies w(i) # XF[2], since otherwise, (5.7) implies
that all vectors w # Qi are in XT[2], and hence v=u # X T[1] u 7u # X T [2] u holds,





i # VT "V F
w(i)
holds; this is again a contradiction to (5.8). K
By applying the above lemma, we can characterize the characteristic sets of
double Horn functions through graph-theoretical properties.
Theorem 5.1. Let T*, F*[0, 1]n and V=[1, 2, ..., n], and denote VT*=
[ j | xV"[ j] # T*], VF*=[ j | xV"[ j] # F*], T*[2]=[v # T* | |OFF(v)|=2] and
F*[2]=[w # F* | |OFF(w)|=2]. Then T*=C*(T( f )) and F*=C*(F( f )) hold
for some double Horn function f if and only if the following conditions hold.
(i) T* & F*=< and T* _ F*[xV"W | |W |2].
(ii) [xV"W | |W |2]"(T* _ F*)=[xV"W | |W |=2, WVT*] _ [xV"W |
|W |=2, WVF*].
(iii) Let T*[2] and F*[2] define an orientation to the complete bipartite
graph G=(VT* , VF* , E=VT*_VF*) by directing the edges [i, j] corresponding
to xV"[i, j ] # T*[2] from VF* to VT* and the edges [i, j] corresponding to
xV"[i, j] # F*[2] from VT* to VF* . Then G has no directed cycle.
Proof. Let us first show the only-if-part. (i) and (ii) are immediate from Defini-
tion 3 and Lemma 5.1. For (iii), note that if VT*=< or VF*=<, then clearly (iii)
holds. Hence we assume VT*{< and VF*{<. Then by (i) and (ii), T*[2] and
F*[2] give orientation to all edges in G. Assume that the oriented graph G+ con-
tains a directed cycle C, and we will derive a contradiction. Denote by VC the set
of vertices in C, and by CT* (resp., CF*) the set of arcs [i, j] in C such that
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xV"[i, j] # T*[2] (resp., xV"[i, j] # F*[2]). From the definition of G+, it is
immediate that every vertex j # VC occurs both in CT* and CF* . This means that
xV"VC = 
[i, j] # CT *
xV"[i, j] (# Cl7(T*))
= 
[i, j ] # CF *
xV"[i, j] (# Cl7(F*) .
Consequently, xV"VC # Cl7(T*) & Cl7(F*) and hence no double Horn function f
exists such that T*=C*(T( f )) and F*=C*(F( f )).
To prove the if-part, suppose that (i), (ii) and (iii) hold. Then it follows by
Lemma 5.1 that Cl7(T*) _ Cl7(F*)=[0, 1]n. To show that Cl7(T*) &
Cl7(F*)=<, we assume that xV"W # Cl7(T*) & Cl7(F*) and derive a contradic-
tion. Denote WT*=W & VT* and WF*=W & VF* . Notice that WT* , WF*{<
hold by (i) and |W |3 holds by (i) and (ii). Let G+W denote the directed subgraph
of G+ induced by WT* _ WF* . Since xV"W # Cl7(T*), for every i # WF* , there is a
j # WT* such that G+ contains an arc [i, j], which corresponds to xV"[i, j] # T*[2].
Hence the outdegree of i # WF* is at least one in G+W . Similarly, since
xV"W # Cl7(F*), the outdegree of i # WT* is at least one in G+W . Therefore, G
+
W con-
tains a directed cycle, which is a contradiction. K
Corollary 5.1. If f is double Horn, then
C*(T( f ))=T( f )[0] _ T( f )[1] _ (T( f )[2]"Cl7(T( f )[1]))
and
C*(F( f ))=F( f )[0] _ F( f )[1] _ (F( f )[2]"Cl7(F( f )[1])) .
We comment here that, by this corollary, we can check whether a given pdBf
(T, F ) satisfies T=C*(T( f )) and F=C*(F( f )) for some double Horn function f
in linear time.
5.2. Transformations between Characteristic Sets and DNFs
In this subsection, we study the transformation problems for a double Horn func-
tion f between various representations such as C*(T( f )), C*(F( f )) and DNFs for
f, f d, and f .
Lemma 5.2. Let f be a double Horn function of n varaibles. Then C*(F( f )) can
be computed from C*(T( f )), and vice versa, in O(n3) time.
Proof. Given T*=C*(T( f ))[xV"W | |W |2], compute the set F* that
satisfies conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) of Theorem 5.1, and let this F* be C*(F( f )).
In fact, F* contains 1 if 1  T*, all vectors xV"[i] where i # VF*=V"VT* and
VT*=[ j | xV"[ j] # T*], and every vector xV"[i, j] such that i # VT* , j # VF* , and
xV"[i, j]  T*. To determine those xV"[i, j ] fast, build for all i # VT* sorted lists Li
containing all j # VF* such that xV"[i, j ] # T*. Then, for each i # VT* and j # VF* ,
select vector xV"[i, j] for F* if j does not occur in L i . Clearly, construction of all Li
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and selection of all xV"[i, j] can be done in O(n|T*|+n|VT* | |VF* | )=O(n3) time.
Hence, the overall time to conduct the computation of F* is O(n3); note that
C*(T( f )) and C*(F( f )) may have 3(n2) vectors. K
The computation of the characteristic set of a general Horn function has been
considered in [2427] and in a different setting in [7]. In general, the computation
may take exponential time, even from a Horn formula, since the characteristic set
may be exponentially large. The result in Theorem 5.1 identifies a nontrivial sub-
class of Horn functions for which characteristic sets are small and, as will be shown
by the next theorem, polynomially computable. Moreover, it will be shown in [9]
that this property also extends to renamings of double Horn functions.
Characteristic sets appear to be useful for manipulating a double Horn function
f represented by a general formula .. If a function f is known to be double Horn
(which cannot be checked in polynomial time), we will show below that its charac-
teristic sets C*(T( f )) and C*(F( f )), and its prime DNF . can be computed in
polynomial time. Note that this is not straightforward since reducing a DNF to a
prime DNF, for example, is computationally expensive in general.
Theorem 5.2. Let f be a double Horn function of n variables.
(i) If f is given by an arbitrary formula ., then its characteristic sets
C*(T( f )) and C*(F( f )) can be computed in O(n2|.| ) time.
(ii) If f is given by its characteristic set C*(T( f )) or C*(F( f )), then the
unique prime DNFs of f, f , and f d can be computed in O(n3) time.
(iii) If f is given by an arbitrary formula ., then the unique prime DNFs of f,
f , and f d can be computed in O(n2 max(|.| , n)) time.
Proof. (i) The following algorithm computes C*(T( f )) and C*(F( f )).
Initialize T*=< and F*=<. Then, for each vector v such that |OFF(v)|1, test
whether .(v)=1; if so, then add v to T*, otherwise to F*. If either T*[1] or
F*[1] is empty, then output T* and F* and halt. Otherwise set VT*=
v # T* OFF(v) and VF*=w # F* OFF(w). Then check for each vector v with
OFF(v)=[i, j], where i # VT* and j # VF* , whether .(v)=1; if so, then add v to
T*, otherwise add v to F*. Output T* and F*.
The correctness of this algorithm follows from Theorem 5.1. Deciding whether
.(v)=1 for a given vector v can be done, in time O( |.| ) for any formula ., and
furthermore, this algorithm computes .(v) for at most n2 vectors. Thus it takes
O(n2|.| ) time.
(ii) First compute C*(F( f )) (resp., C*(T( f ))) from C*(T( f )) (resp.,
C*(F( f ))). By Lemma 5.2, this can be done in O(n3) time. Then compute an exten-
sion of pdBf (T*, F*), where T*=C*(T( f )) and F*=C*(F( f )). As we have see
in Subsection 4.1, it can be computed in O(n3) time. This extension is equal to f
in this case, and its read-once formula is output. As noted in Corollary 3.2, such a
formula can be transformed to the unique prime DNF of f in O(n2) time, which
can then be transformed to the unique prime DNFs of f and f d in O(n2) time,
respectively.
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(iii) First compute the characteristic sets T*=C*(T( f )) and F*=C*(F( f ))
in O(n2|.| ) time by applying the result of (i). Then, proceed to the procedure of (ii)
to compute the prime DNFs in O(n3) time. In total, this computation takes
O(n2|.|+n3)=O(n2 max(|.|, n)) time. K
In passing, we remark that the complexity of (iii) can be improved to
O(max( |.|, n2)) time if the original . is a Horn DNF.
Corollary 5.2. Let . be a Horn DNF representing a double Horn function f of
n variables. Let .1 , .2 , and .3 , respectively, be the unique prime DNFs of f, f , and
f d. Then .1 can be computed in O( |.| ) time, and .2 and .3 can be computed in
O(max( |.|, n2)) time.
Proof. First apply the faster algorithm for checking if a Horn DNF . represents
a double Horn function, which was described before Theorem 3.3 in Subsection 3.3.
This returns the read-once formula 1 of (3.3) in O( |.| ) time. Then, by Corollary 3.2
in Subsection 3.2, the prime DNFs of f, f , and f d can be computed from ., in
O( |.1 | ), O( |.2 | ), and O( |.3 | ) time, respectively. The total time required for com-
puting .i is O(max( |.|, |.i | )). Since |.1 ||.|, .1 can be computed in O( |.| )
time, and since |.2 |, |.3 |n2, .2 and .3 can be computed in O(max( |.|, n2))
time. K
5.3. Counting Double Horn Functions
Let CDH(n) denote the class of double Horn functions of n variables, and let
C DH(n) denote the class of double Horn functions which depend on exactly n
variables. Then clearly CDH=n CDH(n) and CDH(n)=nm=0 C DH(m). Further-
more, let *DH(n)=|CDH(n)| and *DH@ (n)=|C DH(n)|.
In this subsection, we give simple closed expressions for *DH(n) and *DH@ (n).
Any double Horn function f can be defined by T=C*(T( f )) and F=C*(F( f )),
which satisfy the conditions in Theorem 5.1 (see Subsection 5.1). Hence we have
the following observation for CDH(n), where n2. For vector 1, there are two
possibilities, either 1 # T or 1 # F. Furthermore, assume that m vectors v with
|OFF(v)|=1 satisfy f (v)=1 (i.e., m=|VT | ). If m{0, n, then, since T2 and F2 define
a complete acyclic digraph G+, there are CFm, n&m possibilities, where CFi, j for
i, j>0 denotes the number of orientations of the complete bipartite graph Ki, j












m+ CFm, n&m , (5.10)
where CF0, j=CFi, 0=1.
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Proof. The above observation tells that (5.10) holds for n2. For n=0 and
n=1, the right-hand sides of (5.10) are 2 and 4, respectively. For n=0, 1, it is
obvious that |CDH(0)|=2 ( and = are double Horn) and |CDH(1)|=4 (, =, x1
and x 1) hold. K
The number *DH@ (n) can be derived from the read-once formulas (3.3). Let
Pn denote the number of all ordered partitions of n labeled elements into labeled
nonempty sets S1 , S2 ..., Sd , d>0, where P0 is defined to be 1. (Precisely, Pn is the






d ! {nd==2Pn , n0.2 (5.11)
Proof. Clearly, (5.11) holds for n=0. For n>0, we consider formula (3.3), in
which groups of literals with the same polarity alternate and form at most n levels,
each of which contains at least one literal. The polarity of all groups is determined
by the polarity of the deepest nested level, for which there are two possibilities.
Forming this and other levels amounts to partitioning the variables into nonempty
sets (since literals within the same level commute in the formula). Thus the number
of all formulas (3.3) on n variables is given by (5.11). K










i+ Pn&i , n>0. (5.12)
Thus, P0=1, P1=1, P2=3, and so on. A table of Pn for n14 can be found in







m+ *DH@ (m), n0
=4Pn , n>0
=2n!(ln 2)&n&1+4n!7k1R((ln 2+2?ik)&n&1), n>0
t2n!(ln 2)&n&1, n  ,
where R(z) is the real part of the complex number z. K
*DH(n) and Pn are listed in Table 1 for n7.
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TABLE I
Values of *DH(n) for n7
n *DH(n) Pn
0 2 1
1 4 ( 10)1=1
2 12 ( 20)1+(
2
1)1=3






















































m+ Pm&2 = 2Pn&2, for n>0,
where CFi, j for i, j>0 denotes the number of orientations of the complete bipartite
graph Ki, j which have no directed cycle. Consequently, the number of cycle-free
orientations on complete bipartite graphs on n vertices, given by the left-hand side,
is 2Pn&2.
Let us next consider the number of nonisomorphic double Horn functions
*DH $ (n) of n variables, where f and g are isomorphic if and only if they become
identical after a permutation of the arguments. Similarly, *DH@ $ (n) denotes such





*DH@ $ (n)=2n+1 for n0.
Proof. Let us first consider *DH@ $ (n). For n=0, we have two nonisomorphic
functions  and =. Thus *DH@ $ (n)=2 holds. For n>0, consider the read-once
formula of (3.3). If the number of levels d is fixed in the form (3.3), the number of
nonisomorphic classes of double Horn functions is the number of all partitions of
n nonlabeled elements into labeled sets S1 , S2 ..., Sd , where |S1 |0 and |Si |1 for
i2. Obviously, the functions with different d are nonisomorphic. Thus
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where the first and second terms in (5.13) are the cases of |S1|1 and |S1|=0,
respectively.
Concerning *DH $ (n), we have
*DH $ (n)= :
n
m=0




6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have introduced double Horn functions, which are Boolean
functions f such that both f and its complement f are Horn. We have studied their
properties and computational aspects, focusing (i) on the recognition problem, i.e.,
deciding whether a given (possibly restricted) formula . represents such a function,
(ii) on their characteristic sets, and transformations between characteristic sets and
formulas, and (iii) on the extension problem; i.e., given a partially defined Boolean
function (pdBf) (T, F ), decide whether it has a double Horn extension and output
a formula representing it.
In the course of this investigation, we have presented a syntactic characterization
of double Horn functions. It turned out that the class CDH of double Horn functions
constitutes a fragment of the class CR-1 of read-once functions and that each double
Horn function has a small and unique prime DNF. Based on this result, we derived
the count of this class; there are approximately 2n!(ln 2)&n&1 double Horn func-
tions on n variables and exactly 2n+1 nonisomorphic ones. This shows that the class
CDH is quite small (recall that there are 2
2n Boolean functions on n variables).
Furthermore, we have presented a semantic characterization of double Horn func-
tions in terms of their characteristic sets. This semantic characterization can be
naturally stated as a graph property, and we obtain a 11 correspondence between
double Horn functions and oriented complete bipartite graphs. This, combined with
the above result, gives us an interesting relation between the number of ordered
partitions of a set and the number of cycle-free complete bipartite digraphs.
On the computational side, we have shown that double Horn functions can be
recognized efficiently from Horn formulas, that the dualizing a double Horn func-
tion f (e.g., computing a DNF andor characteristic sets of the dual function f d of
f from an arbitrary representation of f ) can be done in polynomial time. However,
finding a shortest double Horn extension is proved to be NP-hard. Furthermore,
we have presented an algorithm that finds a double Horn extension of a pdBf
(T, F ) in polynomial time and an algorithm that enumerates all double Horn exten-
sions of (T, F ) with polynomial time delay. Utilizing this algorithm, the existence
of the unique double Horn extension can also be decided in polynomial time.
Further properties of double Horn functions have been investigated in [9]. In
particular, the effect of renamings (i.e., a change of polarity in part of the variables)
on double Horn functions is considered there. Both the recognition problem and
the existence problem for the closure of CDH under renamings, C
R
DH , and further-
more the enumeration problem, are solvable in polynomial time. This is of par-
ticular significance, since CRDH is a fragment of several well-known classes of
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Boolean functions, namely the read-once functions, the threshold functions, the
2-monotonic functions, the renamable Horn functions, and the unate (renamable
positive) functions; for all these classes except the class of threshold functions, the
extension problem is known to be NP-complete [5, 3].
Some problems remain to be addressed in further work. One issue is the search
for faster or simpler algorithms, for example, whether all double Horn extensions
of a pdBf can be enumerated with linear time delay. Furthermore, variants of the
enumeration problem (e.g., output only nonisomorphic extensions, or in a par-
ticular order) are of interest. Another issue is approximation of shortest double
Horn extensions.
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